
 One of the highlights of the August Green Party convention in
Sidney was the presentation by Stéphane Dion, former leader of
the federal Liberal Party, of a new proposal for proportional voting
in future Canadian federal elections.

Dion did note that it was unusual for one party to invite a
former leader of another party to speak at a convention but,
knowing Elizabeth May, this was ‘no surprise’ to him.

Canada’s existing first-past-the-post system of voting for
members of Parliament, he says, has a number of weaknesses,
but his particular concern was that it weakens Canada’s
‘cohesion’, because it ‘artificially amplifies the regional
concentrations of political party
support at the federal level’. The
major parties, he said, appear less
national, and our regions ‘more
politically opposed than they
really are’. 

With 50% of the vote in a
particular province, he said, a
particular party could end up
taking all the seats from that
province, while a party with 20%
of the votes might not elect a
single MP. This makes Ontario
look more Liberal than it really is,
Alberta more Conservative, and
Quebec more Bloc. In fact, a party
with a strong regional
concentration elects more MPs
than one with the same number
of votes spread across Canada.

As a result, he felt, region of the country could be virtually
shut out of Cabinet. Currently, Cabinet includes four out of the
five Conservative MPs elected from Quebec, ‘which hardly
ensures these ministers will be outstanding.’

Dion spoke strongly in favour of each party including in its
platform for the 2015 federal election a strong commitment to
form a Royal Commission to consider Canada’s voting systems.

Otherwise, he said, there was a tendency for parties to support
voting reform before an election, and lose enthusiasm for reform
once in power.

Yet Dion is not keen on pure proportional representation.
His complaint is that it encourages a proliferation of parties, with
a tendency to concentrate their electoral efforts on particular
regions. In Canada, he said, this would result in  ‘provincial
micro-climates’.

Instead, he proposes larger multi-member ridings (up to 5
MPs), and what he calls the ‘Proportional Preferential
Personalized’ vote (P3). The voter is faced with two choices: a

preferential vote between the
parties, and a single vote for a
favourite candidate (for details,
see Box, left).

Dion says that with this
system, in a five-MPriding, the
majority party is unlikely to
elect more than three of the five
members. The MPs in a riding
would have to co-exist and co-
operate, while at the same time
competing to better represent
their constituents. Parties
would nominate a diversified
group of candidates, leading to
better representation of
women and minorities.

He anticipates that the
result, nationwide, would be
coalition governments of two

or three national parties, which he termed an ‘electoral sweet
spot’.

From the voter’s point of view, there would be no need for
‘strategic’ voting. Strong candidates could run in larger ridings,
to encourage the party vote. Dion also anticipates that such a
system would increase voter turnout. 0
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How It Works: The ‘P3’ Vote 
(Proportional-Preferential-Personalized)
The House of Commons has the same number (338) of
members of parliament (MPs), but each riding is larger, with
most ridings electing up to five MPs. Each party nominates
a full slate of candidates.

The personalized part: each voter marks their party
preference between those represented by nominated
candidates, then marks a single preferred candidate of those
nominated by that party.

The proportional part: the electoral officer first counts the
votes between the parties, eliminating the party with the
smallest number of votes, and counts their second-place
votes, until each remaining party has enough votes to elect at
least one MP. 

Then the electoral officer chooses the highest-polling
candidates from each party to fill the positions that their
party has earned.
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